
Leveraging Microsoft 365 
Managing and minimizing risk in your organization starts with understanding risk types found in 
the modern workplace. While some risks are driven by external factors and outside direct control, 
many risks are driven by internal events and employee activities. For example, some risks are 
from illegal, inappropriate, unauthorized, or unethical behavior and actions by employees and 
managers can be eliminated and avoided in the future.

Most Microsoft 365 deployments focus primarily on business requirements, not the legal risks. 
However, Lighthouse delivers technology and workflow Proof of Concepts focused on privacy, 
information governance, legal, and records management within the Microsoft 365 platform.

Take advantage of Microsoft 365 enterprise content and collaboration with the proper 
configuration, including extending customizations that automatically enforce business rules, 
policies, and programs. 

Key Use Cases

PRIVACY INFORMATION 
GOVERNANCE

LEGAL

Identify and mitigate 
organization-wide risks 

while also meeting 
employee privacy 

standards.

Manage dynamic and 
complex workflows, 

policies, and 
automations within your 

organization.

RECORDS
MANAGEMENT

Ensure legally defensible 
processes are used to  
manage data, records, 

and compliance 
information.

Leverage Microsoft 365’s 
record management 

features while handling 
compliance, retention, and 

disposition obligations.

Proof of Concept
We deliver technology and workflow Proof of Concepts focused 
on privacy, information governance, legal, and records management 
within the Microsoft 365 platform.

Solution for Microsoft 365 



Lighthouse can help identify, manage, and 
minimize legal risk

Reduce Risk and Deploy With Confidence

Why Lighthouse?
With deep expertise in legal mitigation and a trusted Microsoft partner, we can help you 
eliminate worry while taking advantage of technology.

Learn More
Lighthouse 
www.lighthouseglobal.com
info@lighthouseglobal.com
(206) 223-9690

For 25 years, Lighthouse has been a leader in innovative 
software and services to manage the increasingly complex 
landscape of enterprise data for compliance and legal teams. 
Whether reacting to incidents like litigation or governmental 
investigations or designing programs to proactively minimize the 
potential for future incidents, Lighthouse partners with 
multinational industry leaders, top global law firms, and the 
world’s leading software providers as a channel partner.

Our specialized teams 
keep pulse on changing 
technology, hyper-
focused on both the 
technical implications and 
legal, compliance, and 
regulatory impacts to 
provide preemptive 
solutions evolving your 
organization’s information 
governance, compliance, 
and eDiscovery programs.

Lighthouse is the
premier Microsoft 
partner for information 
governance, compliance, 
and eDiscovery. Our 
deep-seated partnership 
with Microsoft is built on 
trust and a more than 
20-year collaboration, 
resulting in exclusive 
access to product 
insights and roadmaps.

PROACTIVE STRATEGY PROVEN EXPERTISE ELITE PARTNERSHIP

With more than 25 years 
of information 
governance, compliance, 
and eDiscovery 
experience, we provide 
comprehensive strategies 
and best practices to 
ensure your programs 
surpass stringent legal 
and compliance 
requirements while 
reducing risk and costs.

Lighthouse helps organizations deploy Microsoft 365 effectively to reduce risk.
• At the end of your Proof of Concept, Lighthouse experts will walk you and your 

stakeholders through the process we followed and the results that were observed.
• We will recommend ways to implement advanced information governance and 

compliance in your eDiscovery program. These recommendations are designed to 
maximize your cost savings and efficiency and give you the information needed to 
develop your business use cases.

• The result is a detailed understanding of Microsoft 365 features, workflows, and 
intricacies as it pertains to your eDiscovery program.
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